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Events 2014
Dates for your Diary.

15-17 August			

the VWT2OC will have club camping at
the following events

Camperjam
Weston Park Shropshire
4-6 July

VWT2OC members Easter Rally at Child
Beale Wildlife Park Berkshire
17-22 April 2014
Please note this is a members only
event.

Busfest
Three Counties Showground Malvern
5-7 September

MMM Motorhome Show East
Peterborough Showground
25-27 April

A Plea from Don Taylor who is looking
for the owner/whereabouts of EKP
568L, Bay Camper.

MMM Motorhome Show South
Newbury Showground
16-18 May

Please e-mail the editor and I will forward to Don

MMM Motorhome Show West

Thanks

Three Counties Showground Malvern
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Editors Comment

Sorry for the lack of my column in the last issue but events overtook the putting
the magazine together.
My Family and I have had a great summers camping at various events from the
summer heat of Camperjam and Dubs at the Castle to the more inclement Berkeley VW Show in September, and finishing off our season in the cold, on top of the
Cotswolds, for my families Bonfire and Firework night.
I had to make a decision in August that after 34 years that I would need a new
engine, I was crawling up fairly shalow gradients at 10 mlies per hour and 0 to 50
would take five minutes, (my wife says it felt a lot longer than this)!
So after some five weeks I have my new superfast van back on the road. I went for
a slight upgrade and now have a brandnew 1641cc from VW heritage, so far so
good I will keep you all up-dated as things develop, next is a new carburettor set
up, so thats my Christmas present sorted.
Wishing everyone a great Christmas, Jon

Discounts Available to Members

vwheritage.com

Dealers typicaly offer discount by quoting your membership number, this is
sometimes only available for telephone
orders.
Just Kampers 		
Up to 10%
justkampers.co.uk

Volks spares		
Volkspares.co.uk

10%

Trim Tech		
trim-tech.co.uk

5%

Glynwood Insurance breakdown cover
			10%
glynwoodinsurance.co.uk

GSF 			10%
usually only at trade counter
gsfcarparts.com or veewee.c.uk

Bromsgrove Auto Trimmers
			10%
bromsgroveautotrim.com

Kingfisher Kustoms
5%
kingfisherkiustoms.com
Alan Schofield		
alanschofield.com

5-10%

Heritage VW		

5%

Please note discounts should be confirmed
before purchase and often do notr apply to
special offers. Take your card to shows as
discounts on show offers are often possible.
Remember just because you get a discount,
it may not be the best deal.
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Chairman’s Chatter

October 2013

Thank you to the members who voted me into the Chairman’s job at the AGM in
September.
I will do my best. What a lovely weekend it turned out to be. The weather was
perfect. The club had been moved to a different part of the racecourse which was
due to The ‘Overland ‘show also taking place. However it worked to our advantage
as free access was granted to our members on the Sunday by the show organisers.
With a large boot sale taking place close by we had lots to keep us occupied.
Members had the chance to meet up and socialise on the Friday and Saturday
evenings.
Thanks to Derek for providing some music to chat to. Coffee mornings took place
on the Saturday and Sunday mornings organised by Bob and Maggie Ward. Many
thanks to them both.
The raffle was well supported and the club received a further £11.50 donation
courtesy of George McLean who donated a set of air horns that were purchased
by Keith Miller. Thank you it was a kind gesture by both of you.
This years furthest travelled to the AGM was won by Alan Malone it was a close
run thing. Derek was given the task of checking distances on his laptop. The
trophy for the members favourite bus at the AGM was also hotly contested .Won
(deservedly so) by Ray Redwood and his lovely bay window Cinderella.
The weather being so kind to us meant members were happy to linger well into
the Sunday afternoon.
How nice to see everyone enjoying the sun’s rays until the bitter end. It was such
a relaxing weekend I almost forgot that the AGM took place on the Saturday
afternoon. This started with a minutes silence for our dear friend Robin Taylor.
The business was straight forward. Members were given a good chance to discuss
what was on their minds during ‘any other businesses’. This part turned out to be
constructive and light hearted which confirmed it was a good meeting and one of
the best.
Thank you all that attended including the day visitors. May I finish by wishing you
all a Merry Christmas and a very Happy New Year with a special message to the
wee dubbers. I hope you have a magical time over your Christmas holiday and that
your wishes come true.
Christie Leary
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Allan Malone with Christie collecting his trophy for furthest travelled
to the AGM

AGM coffee morning
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Membership Matters
Hello Members,
Welcome to all new members, when I send out a new membership pack I include
a registration form. Please fill this in and return to me so I can enter all your details
on the data base. This is not compulsory but it allows me to contact you and keep
your van details for future reference. All the data that is stored is protected by the
data protection act.
Pay pal is working well as you can see by the list of new members, if you renew
by this method please ensure you include your membership number so I don’t
duplicate your membership and give you a new number.
Winter is upon use and it is time for all of use that have the luxury of putting our
pride and joy away for the winter. Nelly is away having her service and MOT and
then will be put away in the garage for the winter, starting her every couple of
weeks to keep the batteries in good condition.
Regards, Ken.

Welcome to New Members,
Ken Ward, Edward Halliwell, James Miller, Mathew long, Thomas Swingle, Jennifer
Blackburn, John Royle, Darren Curl, Stuart Ayris, Mike Davies,
Gareth Taylor, Dartington Antiques, Valerie Pettman, Ankur Gupta,
Caroline O’Connor, Rob Styles, Sara Hazel, Kevin Parr, Sandra Norman,
Glen Dobson, Ruth and Michael Williams, Kim Thorneywork, Chris Saunders,
Phillip Rogers, Peter Guiton, Michael Woolley, Andrew Plunkett, Alison Lydon,
Keith Domone, Tonia Hicks, Kurt J Rellen, Wayne Palmer, Mark Osbourne,
Stephen Adams, Jason Mulcock, Ross Huggins and Oliver Marples

Website Matters
The password is bogdan
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To All,
Just a word of caution, I have a 74 T2 Westy, I source parts for the van from most
places, be careful, even well known multichains sell c@#€p.
I bought a rubber steering connector 14 months ago and fitted it, on leaving
Doncaster show got a wobble on loops, after checking I found the new joint split
and cracked (NO GOOD).
From the same company Track Rod Ends and Adjust bar fitted 9 months ago, this
has now cracked and split the boots only 2000 miles.
I am now using Schofield at Glossop and never any where else as I used to. I have
discovered it is better to pay more for the parts than it is to pay for a job to be
done twice or in one case three times.
Always get genuine VW or second hand parts.
I am in the process of going through the large chains claim system.

Greg Cook (10387)
(Editors Note)
The name of the large chain has been withheld for legal reasons, I have heard of
issues on quality for a while now. What experience do our members have?

Jon,
Last year in our 1970 Bay we were stuck in Jaca, Northern Spain for four days
whilst the very obliging Seat agent scoured Spain on the internet to find us a
replacement regulator. They weren’t familiar with the network of companies
which supply older VW parts, but eventually they sourced one from Barcelona
and soon got us on our way. It would have been handy to have a list of suppliers
to provide rescue garages with, and I was put in mind of this this year in the
Loire Valley. Whilst camping at Chatillon sur Loire a young “homme” drove on
to the campsite to say “bonjour” and photograph our van. It turned out he was
the proprietor of “Vintage Wagen” based in Angers, a firm which restore beetles
and campervans, and also supply spares. Again at Diou (Loire Valley) we found a
campsite warden who is a campervan “nut”; and he loaned me some magazines
9
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which included several firms offering extensive spares supplies. If you want a
warm welcome and a good campsite try Gert and Gerde at Camping Gue de Loire
(www.campingguedeloire.com) and they speak impeccable English incidentally!
Back to the spares suppliers , the following might sometime prove useful to those
of us venturing in to France : www.vintagewagen.fr , www.wolfsburgwest.com ,
www.transporter-garage.com , www.serial-kombi.com , www.mecatechnic.com
, www.classic-store.com . Needless to say I have no connection with any of these
companies nor have I used them-yet!
Best wishes, Robert Girt. (2533)
Dear Jon,
Late October has arrived and I’ve now put my VW to bed for the winter. Before
doing so I had it serviced by my usual garage, F. Tuthill of Wardington, Banbury.
Whilst waiting in reception as the work was carried ouit I read the November issue
of the glossy Porsche magazine that was there.
A half page article gave mention to “Team Tuthill” that was about to go to
Mombasa with 10 shipping containers loaded with competition Porsches prepare
by Francis Tuthill and his team for the East African Safari Rally. Franscis is part
owner of the organisation that runs this annual event and is taking 100 staff to
ensure support and smooth running of the event and the 10 cars that he has
prepared.
That is the background of what now follows. On draining the oil from my VW there
was found to be a small sliver of metal stuck to the tip of the magnetic sump drain
plug as well as fine metal filings covering the metal gauze filter.
Francis (who I have known for 40 years) and I discussed where this metal could
have come from and was it (potentially) very serious. After talking through the
likely options Francis came to th conclusion to “just keep an eye on things”as he
didn’t feel a major strip down to replace bearings etc. could be justified at this
stage.
My worry is that if something does go seriously wrong next year when I’m on my
way to/from the Brecon Beacons or New Forest etc, I will have wished that I had
had the strip down done over the winter lay-off.
Has any member had a similar experience or got any suggestions as to what
has cased the metal fragments to appear? If any one can help please call me on
(01295)720812 so I can discuss my options with Francis.
Many thanks
Ian Crawford (5906)
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Junior Dubbers

Gingerbread Man Christmas Ornament Craft
This is a great ornament craft idea that will look and smell great hanging on the Christmas
tree. Use sandpaper to get a cool textured effect to your gingerbread man craft.
Materials
Sandpaper
Pencil
Scissors
Ribbon
Glue
Paint,buttons,paper,felt or any other decorating materials
Cinnamon stick.
1/ Cut out 2 gingerbread men
2/ Cut a piece of ribbon about 12 inches long. loop the ribbon and glue the ends flat.
3/ Spread the glue all over the back of one gingerbread man. lay the glue ends of the
ribbon on to the glue sandwich the other gingerbread man on top with the ribbon sticking
up to hang.
4/ Use paint,buttons or other materials to decorate your gingerbread man.
5/ Rub a cinnamon stick over your gingerbread man to smell good and hang on the tree
11
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Snowmen jars

Recycle your jars and let your kids make cute snowmen.
just fill the jars with cotton wool and decorate with googly eyes,buttons fabric,pipe
cleaners. A sheet with sticky dots on glass pens anything will do. Have fun!

SANTA TRIVIA
How well do you know Santa Claus?
Santa Claus is also know by his saint name what is it?
(Saint Nicholas)
Where does Santa live? (The North Pole)
What night does Santa deliver his gifts?
(Christmas Eve)
How many reindeer usually pull Santa’s sleigh on a clear night?
(8 Dasher,Dancer,Prancer,Vixen,Comet, Cupid,Donner and Blitzen)
One foggy Christmas eve Santa needed help pulling his sleigh. who did he ask for help?
(Rudolph the red nosed reindeer)
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Cinderella Type 2 Camper
My name is Cinderella and this is my story. I was owned by a man called Nobby;
now he wasn’t very particular about how I looked, in fact, he covered me in black
bitumen inside and out; but he did work nights and I was his home he slept in
during the day. We lived on a farm but one day he came home with a newer,
bigger van, not a VW he had been made redundant and bought a new new van so
I was left at the farm.

Two years went by, the grass grew around me and in me; I was very lonely, just
used for storing rubbish.
I was up for sale, some people came to see me but when they saw me and were
told that I had a cracked camshaft they left shaking their heads and saying I would
never find an owner in that state. However Nobby was in the pub telling the
landlord about me when Val who worked there overheard him, her husband had
always wanted a camper, so when she told him the very next day he asked “how
much” and when told £350 he came straight to the farm, I hoped I would start and
be taken away and loved again.
They charged my battery and low and behold we were off amongst clouds of black
smoke, but we made it to my new home.
Three months later after countless bottles of white spirit and my new owners as
high as kites, all the black stuff had gone. I was given a second hand motor and
13
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we were away. I was still shabby and many colours including rust but I didn’t care I
was loved and used as a camper should be.
Then one day I was taken to a very nice man called Jamie who stripped me and
then gave me a shiny new coat. I had two fairy god mothers, Val’s Mum and
Stepmum. So now I can drive along full of pride, not full of rubbish. I have been
with Ray and Val for nearly 18 years now and enjoyed every minute of it, we go to
lots of places, a far cry from living in a farmyard storing rubbish.

Cinderella
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FROM PEMBROKE TO TIPPERARY
We have had a trip to Southern Ireland in mind for several years and when
Graham Donnelly, who has Irish roots, offered to lead us we jumped at it. The first
step was booking the ferry from Pembroke to Rosslare which we did through the
Camping and Caravanning Club and saved about £40 on the price quoted by Irish
Ferries. Four vans from our regular happy campers group teamed up to make the
trip. Ourselves, Graham, Ken & Sue Brimson and Albert and Mary Parmenter. We
had a great day at the National Botanic Gardens of Wales before meeting up with
the others at Windmill Farm Camping Site, Pembroke on September the 8th.

Monday the 9th Sept. We boarded the ferry at Pembroke docks and sailed in the
early afternoon. The crossing took about 4 hours and was very smooth. We drove
to our first camp at St.Margarets.There was just enough daylight left to walk to
the beach which was so lovely with golden sands as far as you could see and a
beautiful sky. Although the campsites are on the expensive side, caused partially
by our exchange rate, many of them had facilities that are rare in the UK. Well
equipped campers kitchens ,some even had cereals,tea,coffee etc,meeting rooms
and free WI-FI.
TUESDAY THE 10TH Up early we left the camp and drove to Cobh where we parked
at the sea front and took a walk. Some of us visited the Titanic museum before we
drove on to the next camp which was near Blarney Castle.In the evening we took
a walk down the road to a typical Irish bar where we sampled the lovely Guinness
and agreed that it does taste better in Ireland.
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Wednesday The 11th. Walked to Blarney Castle with Albert and Mary which was
about 2 miles but all downhill. We had a coffee in a café before entering the
castle which proved to be really worth seeing. Ken and Sue caught a bus to Cork
and joined us later. We declined the opportunity to climb up to the Blarney stone
when we saw the tiny spiral staircase. Some of us shared a taxi back to the camp
to avoid a two mile climb up the steep hill. Back at the camp we were visited by
a kitten who tried unsuccessfully to befriend our parrot and also Grahams dog
(Gib) who likes cats but well done but with French fries. We finished the day in the
meeting room.
Thursday The 12th Up early, showers not very warm. An Irish girl admired Dusty the
T5 so we gave her a conducted tour. We left the site pausing at the local garage
before driving on to Kilkenny .Parked in the town and perused the shops. I found a
really interesting music shop. Drove to the Dingle campsite which was reputed to
be haunted, although I don’t think that we found anything paranormal although
the lady that that greeted us carried her head under her arm which was a little
odd. The pitches were surrounded by tall Fuchsia Hedges and Crocosmia with
birds tweeting. The Sun was out so we enjoyed the evening in our lounger chairs,
Friday the 13th Up at 7,30am Drove to Dingle town and managed to get road
parking.(The car parks charge a Euro an hour). We lunched in a local pub and had
the very best Fish and Chips ever. Brilliant. Had a trip round the Dingle and visited
a Famine Cottage when we came across Ken & Sue. In the evening we drove back
to the pub as we had noticed a sign saying Irish trad.music at 9.30p.m however at
10pm a music stand arrived and it was obvious that it was going to be much later
than advertised so we called it a day and went back to the camp.
Saturday the 14th Woke up to the sun and robin bobbing about by Dusty. Left
the camp in convoy at 9.30am and drove towards the ring of Kerry.Paused at a
‘Mock up’ Irish village for coffee also stopped at two viewpoints before arriving at
16
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Cahirciveen Camp site in county Kerry and near Valentia Island. The meeting room
here was amazing with comfy chairs, peat fire, musical instruments you could use
if you so wish.
Sunday the 15th Walked into the small town with Graham where Gib the
Greyhound insisted we go in a pub for a pint and a very nice lunch. We then
walked to the Old Barracks and the Marina and finally to the supermarket where
we bought cooked chickens for our evening meals. Ended the day in the meeting
room and had a go on the guitars using some of the sheet music that was around.
Found myself playing the Rose of Tralee.

Monday the 16th Had coffee in the meeting room and drove out. We visited
a viewpoint high up a mountain which was signed as being Ireland’s most
spectacular. The car park at the top was unbelievably windy we observed how
some other visitors were almost blown away when they tried to leave their
car. That evening we used the five star meeting room for the last time and said
goodbye to the cats.
Tuesday the 17th Set off in convoy at 9.45a.m and completed the ring of Kerry
passing a statue of Charlie Chaplin which marked his favourite holiday location.
Arrived at Fermoy camp for a one night stop.The local swimming pool was only
a short walk so we paid it a visit. Very friendly staff and customers but alas a
somewhat chilly pool due to boiler failure. We ended the day at the Camp meeting
room.
17
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Wednesday the 18th Drove on to Parsons Green at Clogmeen for a two night stay.
Walked into the little town and were sad to see most of the local shops had closed
due to the opening of a Tesco a few miles away. However we found one shop that
was able to meet our needs and even had a UK paper or two.
Thursday the 19th Went to the Rock of Cashiel and had a conducted tour of the
castle with a bunch of Americans .Fantastic views from the battlements over the
surrounding countryside.
Friday the 20th Arrived at the Nore Valley where we visited the Nicholas Mosse
pottery which is located in a beautiful old mill on the River Nore. After perusing all
their wares and showrooms we had a fantastic cream tea in the café and bought
an example of their Fuchsia design range . We returned to the camp where we
looked at the large amount of animals that also attracted day visitors.
Saturday the 21st Up
early and drove to the
Quay at New Ross to see
the Dunbrody Famine
ship. This was certainly
one of the highlights of
the holiday. A very well
presented tour which
involved 2 actresses
who performed role play
as passengers on the
ship that transported
potato famine victims to
Newfoundland to start a
new life. We also called
into a Lidyl to buy some
cider but had to wait
5 minutes to complete
the sale as it was slightly
before the legal time when
it could be purchased.
Drove on to Wexford to a
very commercial site that
was right at the sea front
.Some of us had a meal in
the hotel that was close to
the camp entrance. It was really good and worth every penny(or Euro I should say)
Sunday the 22nd We had a day following our own pursuits. Graham guided us to
Johnstown Castle & Gardens where we did a long walk around lakes and walled
gardens packed with lovely flowers. Sampled their tea and cake in the café and
chatted to an Irish gardener. We all arrived back at St.Margarets camp site near
Rosslare and again had a walk to the beach where we saw a lovely sunset.
18
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Monday the 23rd up at 5,45 a.m.! ,never knew there was such a time. Left the
site in convoy at 7 am and drove to the port when we boarded the ferry and had
another smooth crossing back to Pembroke. Said our goodbyes on the ferry but
not to Albert and Mary who drove with us on the M4 to Newbury where we had
a meal at the carvery before arriving at Goring on Thames where they stayed
overnight on our front drive camp site(even has hook-up).
Tuesday the 24th Christie guided Albert & Mary to the M40 to complete their long
journey to Essex
A great holiday and one we will always remember. Thank you Graham for all your
organisation that proved to be ‘spot on’ every day. Southern Ireland proved to
have stunning scenery around every corner and we will definitely be returning.
Why not try it yourself ?
Derek Leary
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REVISITING EASIER SLIDING-DOOR OPENING & CLOSURE, FROM WITHIN

Compiled & Written by Nigel A. Skeet

Owners of 1968~79 VW Type 2 campervans, such as the Westfalia Campmobile, Continental & Helsinki,
plus other conversions, wherein access to the sliding-door’s forward interior lock-handle is restricted,
owing to the presence of furniture or other equipment, will be familiar with the bodily contortions
required to open and close the sliding door, from inside the vehicle. Even on vehicles, for which access
to the forward door-lock handle is unrestricted, it is difficult to close the sliding door, without making
a loud noise, or seeming to abuse the sliding-door gear.

Sliding-Door Pull-Close Strap

With advancing age, closing the sliding door of my family’s 1973 VW Type 2 Westfalia Continental,
was become less easy for all concerned, so in circa 1988/89, I fitted a strap to the rear of the sliding
door, enabling one to gently pull the door closed at the rear and then, if necessary, use the front doorhandle to ratchet the lock onto the second notch, thus fully closing the door. Closure of the door by
means of the strap, was much quieter, which is particularly advantageous to campers, when returning
from a midnight sortie.
Home-made, sliding-door pull-close strap, with shaped aluminium former, fitted to the sliding door of
my 1973 VW Type 2 Westfalia Continental
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A 25 mm wide x 270 mm long, nylon webbing strap, held in a pre-formed loop, by a shaped 25 mm
wide x 105 mm long, aluminium-alloy strip (conforms to the curvature of the door’s longitudinal
recess), was secured to the rear of the sliding door, beneath the window, by means of the two M6
pre-threaded holes (centre-separation = 30 mm), in the rear hinge mechanism. I used two pan-head,
Philips, M6 screws (as used to fasten the dashboard to the front-door pillar, below the windscreen),
which are kinder to the hands than the original 10 mm AF, hex-head M6 bolts, but button-head, Allensocket, M6 screws, might have better still.

To ensure firm clamping of the strap and to avoid it twisting, the ends of the strap were overlapped;
both ends each having two punched 6 mm holes (raw edges heat-sealed, using an electric soldering
iron) which are pierced by both screws. With hindsight, overlapping the straps in this way, was probably
over-engineering the design, but it was preferable to under-engineering! Having only one 6 mm hole
at either end and butting the ends together, the nylon webbing strap need be only 215 mm long.

I used medium-grey, nylon webbing, whose neutral colour blends well, with the vehicle’s pastelwhite interior. To minimise wear and tear to the strap and the hands, the corners and edges of the
aluminium-alloy strip were carefully radiused and smoothed. To maximise ease of use, the aluminiumalloy strip follows the full vertical curvature of the longitudinal channel within the door. However, it
was necessary to limit the amount of slack in the webbing strap, otherwise it would rub along the
exterior slide-rail cover, when the sliding door is opened.

If anyone would like to retro-fit such a close-strap to their own vehicle, I can provide
already prepared, pre-cut lengths of nylon webbing (available in a variety of colours) with
the 6 mm screw-holes punched & heat-sealed, plus pre-drilled, flat aluminium-alloy strip,
ready to be bent into shape; suitable for both left-hand & right-hand side sliding doors.
Aluminium Alloy Strip - Specification & Dimensions
Fastening-hole (2 off) diameters = 6? mm
Upper-hole-centre separation from upper-end of aluminium former = 33 mm
Fastening-hole-centre separation = 30 mm
Lower-hole centre-separation from lower-end of aluminium former = 42 mm
Overall length = 105 mm = 42 mm + 30 mm + 33 mm
Width = 25 mm
Approximate thickness = 1? mm
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Nylon Webbing Strap (Two-Holed, With Butting Ends) - Specification & Dimensions
Fastening-hole (2 off) diameters = 6 mm
Fastening-hole centre-separation, between the two holes = 186 mm
End-hole-centre separation from end of strap = 15 mm = ? x 30 mm
Overall length = 216 mm = 15 mm + 186 mm + 15 mm
Width = 25 mm

Nylon Webbing Strap (Four-Holed, With Overlapping Ends) - Specification & Dimensions
Fastening-hole (4 off) diameters = 6 mm
Fastening-hole centre separation, between the four consecutive holes = 30 mm, 186 mm & 30 mm
End-hole centre separation from end of strap = 12? mm
Overall length = 271 mm = 12? mm + 30 mm + 186 mm + 30 mm + 12? mm
Width = 25 mm
Prepared, pre-cut lengths of nylon webbing (available in a variety of colours) with the 6 mm screwholes punched & heat-sealed, plus pre-drilled, flat aluminium-alloy strip, ready to be bent into shape;
suitable for both left-hand & right-hand side sliding doors
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Sliding-Door Pull-Close Handle

More than 1? Decades, after designing & fabricating my home-made pull-close strap, I learned of a
genuine Volkswagen factory-fitted, sliding-door, pull-close handle, found principally on early model
years, of North American specification, 1968~79 VW Type 2 Westfalia Campmobile campervans;
illustrated as Items 15A, 16 & 19, on Page & Frame 75, of the official 1968~79 VW Type 2 Replacement
Parts Catalogue & Microfiche.
Page & Frame 75, of the official 1968~79 VW Type 2 Replacement Parts Catalogue & Microfiche
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The plastic handle and associated trim-cap (identical to those for the sliding-door’s forward interior
lock-handle) are fitted to a rigid metal adapter bracket, which in turn is fastened to the door, by
the same means as my home-made pull-close strap. I was unable to discern from the small-scale
exploded diagram, how or where these components fitted and had originally thought, that they
might be part of a supplementary, rear-mounted, door-lock handle, by which one could open the
sliding door from the rear, but sadly, this proved to be erroneous!
Genuine factory-fitted, sliding-door, pull-close handle, fitted to a North American specification,
1968~79 VW Type 2 Westfalia Campmobile campervan

1968~79 VW Type 2, Sliding-Door, Helper Handle - Components

1968~79 VW Type 2, Sliding-Door, Helper Handle - Adapter Bracket Fitted

1968~79 VW Type 2, Sliding-Door, Helper Handle - Handle Fitted

1968~79 VW Type 2, Sliding-Door, Helper Handle - Installation Completed
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Second-hand handles and adapter brackets, are occasionally offered for sale; typically in the 1968
onward, Bus Parts Section, of The Samba Classified Advertisements. By recently, using “helper
handles” as a general search term, I found several references to the plastic sliding-door handle and
two references to the adapter bracket for a pull-close handle. German made, reproduction stainlesssteel adapter brackets, are also available from Jeffrey van Duin (aka “BusOK” on The Samba forum) in
The Netherlands.
http://www.busok.nl
http://www.thesamba.com/vw/forum/profile.php?mode=viewprofile&u=164874
http://www.thesamba.com/vw/classifieds/detail.php?id=1113352
http://www.thesamba.com/vw/classifieds/detail.php?id=1134080
Reproduction stainless-steel adapter bracket, for a sliding-door, pull-close handle, available from
Jeffrey van in The Netherlands

1968~79 VW Type 2, Sliding-Door, Helper Handle Reproduction Adapter Bracket.jpg
Remote-Acting, Supplementary, Sliding-Door, Rear LockOpening Handle or Lever
Those acquainted with “Rosie”, Arthur Barraclough’s much
modified and much travelled 1970 VW Type 2 Devon
campervan (1995 VWT2OC “Van of the Year | featured in
both Transporter Talk and VW Motoring), might have seen his
unique, remote, sliding-door opening mechanism, mounted
on the side of the oven. This is undoubtably effective, but there may be a more elegant solution.
Initial examination of my 1973 VW Type 2’s sliding-door lock mechanism, suggests that a secondary
rod or cable, pulling rearward, by at least 22 mm, on the long horizontal actuating rod, might unlatch
both the sliding-door’s front & rear locks, but I have yet to design, fabricate and fit, a suitable test rig
to investigate further; which I will not be able to do for sometime! Assuming this were successful, one
would then need to consider, what type of lever mechanism (e.g. spare front-cab, door-lock lever,
in conjunction with a flexible-cable & pulley system), might be incorporated into the rear half of the
sliding door, to achieve this. In the meantime, feel free to experiment yourselves!
References & Bibliography
Nigel Skeet, Sliding Door Pull-Close Strap, Transporter Talk, Issue 24, August 1996, Pages 7~8.
Nigel Skeet, Easy Door Opening or is it a Myth?, Transporter Talk, Issue 33, February 1998, Page 20.
Nigel Skeet, Silent Sliding Doors?, Technical Information Sheet No. 66, Pages 2~4, VW Type 2 Owners’
Club, February 1998.
1968~79 VW Type 2, Genuine Volkswagen Parts, 1988 Illustrated Catalogue, Volkswagen AG, June
1987, Reference No. 000.7340.82.89.
1968~79 VW Type 2, Genuine Volkswagen Parts, Illustrated Microfiche, Volkswagen AG, January
1990, Reference No. 000.7350.05.20.
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“EXPLOSAFE” SAFETY FUEL CANS
Compiled & Written by Nigel A. Skeet

Many moons ago (i.e. more than 24? years ago), my father as a practicing GP (i.e. General Medical
Practitioner), used to receive a weekly journal called Pulse. In this journal, was a section entitled
“Doctors’ Shop”, in which various things, medical and non-medical, were marketed, at what were
claimed to be discounted prices; including on one occasion, the 5 litre (1 gallon) & 10 litre (10
gallon), Paddy Hopkirk brand of normal fuel cans and “Explosafe” safety fuel cans.

Old “Doctor’s Shop”, Pulse magazine, advertisement
clipping re Paddy Hopkirk spare-fuel cans

Note the early-type, straight, rigid pouring spout, which
I also possess. For the Explosafe safety fuel cans, the
plastic screw tops and pour-spouts are yellow in colour,
whilst those of the conventional fuel cans are black.

At the time, I think we already had our Paddy Hopkirk
brand, 5 litre “Explosafe” safety fuel can (from where
it was purchased, I cannot recall!), but I kept a clipping
from the Pulse journal, for reference purposes, which
reads as follows:

Fuel Cans

These fuel cans have three vital requirements necessary; quick pouring, easy storage and safety. Four
models are available: standard cans in 5 litre (1 gallon) and 10 litre (2 gallon) sizes plus similar cans
filled with Explosafe mesh - the most effective prevention yet devised against fuel tank explosion.
These cans are steel, rectangular / squat to prevent tipping, vented to prevent airlocks and have a
quick fill spout. They are designed for easy pouring into the most awkward tank necks and the high
density cap has a sterile nitrile rubber seal.
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As an added safety feature, any of the cans may
be supplied with an anchor tray as an optional
extra, this bolts to the floor of the boot (i.e.
trunk, in North American parlance).

In this context, interpret gallon as meaning
Imperial gallon, rather than US gallon, the
conversion factors for which, are as follows:

Prices

1 litre = 0.2200 Imperial gallons = 0.2642 US
gallons

1 gallon FUEL CAN (top right)
Ref. 2706 / 1
Pulse price £5.70

1 Imperial gallon = 1.2010 US gallons = 4.5461
litres

Recommended retail price £6.99

1 US gallon = 08327 Imperial gallons = 3.7853
litres

2 gallon FUEL CAN (bottom right)
Ref. 2706 / 2

We habitually carried our 5 litre “Explosafe”
safety fuel can, filled with petrol (for which
we had cause to be thankful, on more than a
few occasions), either in the boot of my 1974
Triumph 1300 Toledo (38 .1 mpg), or when on
one of our European motorcaravanning holidays,
strapped to the roof rack of our 1973 VW
“1600” Type 2 Westfalia Continental campervan
(25mpg); that together with our suitcases and
annexe tent, was protected from the weather by
our home-made, flexible-butyl-rubber, roof-rack
cover.

Pulse price £6.95
Recommended retail price £8.53

1 gallon SAFETY FUEL CAN (top left)
Ref. 2706 / 3
Pulse price £9.35
Recommended retail price £11.47

One has to be especially careful, to slowly fill
these safety fuel cans at the petrol filling station,
because otherwise the fuel overflows or the
dispensing fuel pump cuts off the flow, requiring
one to first release the trigger and then gently
squeeze it again, to resume dispensing fuel.
The high dispensing flow-rate, from modern
forecourt fuel pumps, requires only very
moderate squeezing of the trigger, so it took me
a while to acquire the knack!

2 gallon SAFETY FUEL CAN (bottom left)
Ref. 2706 / 4
Pulse price £11.25
Recommended retail price £13.77
ANCHOR TRAY (available for all models)
Ref. 2706 / 5
Pulse price £2.25
Recommended retail price £2.78
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1982/83 Swedish automotive-accessories, mailorder catalogue, the aluminium open-celled
foam filling, in the Paddy Hopkirk “Explosafe”
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safety fuel cans, has approximately 4000 cells per litre (i.e. per dm?, as quoted in the catalogue)
and a density of 25 grams per litre, of which the solid matrix occupies less than 1% of the fuel-can’s
volume. I believe this type of aluminium open-celled foam filling, is commonly used for fire-hazard
safety reasons, in the main fuel tanks of track-racing cars and rally cars.

Note the early-type, straight, rigid pouring spout, which I also possess

Cutaway section of a safety fuel can, showing the internal aluminium mesh or open-cell foam filling.

Swedish Paddy Hopkirk Explosafe 5 litre fuel can Dispensing.jpg

Pouring petrol from the fuel can, into a vehicle’s
main fuel tank.

I found it impossible to dispense all of the petrol,
into the mail fuel tanks of my 1973 VW Type 2 and
1974 Triumph Toledo, using the early-type, straight,
rigid pouring spout, unless I turned the fuel can
up-side-down, during the final stages of pouring;
and even then it was awkward! The later-type, flexible pour spout, is probably much better in this
respect.

Whilst I was further researching this article in late October 2013, to find out whether Paddy Hopkirk
“Explosafe” safety fuel cans are still available, I could find no mention of newly manuafactured ones
for sale, but I did stumble upon a private advertisement for four second-hand, Paddy Hopkirk brand,
10-litre “Explosafe” safety fuel cans (described as having: “some chipped paint and spots of rust but
good condition “, priced at £12 each, or near offer.
http://www.preloved.co.uk/adverts/show/109118208/original-paddy-hopkirk-explosafe-10-litrefuel-can.html
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Second-hand, Paddy Hopkirk 10 litre “Explosafe” safety fuel cans, recently advertised for sale on the
Internet

Note the later-type, flexible pouring spout, instead of the early-type, straight, rigid pouring spout,
which I possess and as illustrated in the Swedish 1982/83 automotive mail-order catalogue.

Further research revealed that the following three “Explosafe” products are now manufactured
in Great Britain, by Rhino Derby Ltd, all of which are available through Travall, in Derby, England,
plus possibly Travall’s subsidiary outlets in Austria, Belgium, Canada, Germany, Italy, Ireland, The
Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland and the USA. Some of the products are available through a variety of
outlets, but which seem to charge higher prices.
http://www.hammersmithorg.com/Paddy_Hopkirk_10_Litre_Explo-Safe_Fuel_Can_Yellow
http://www.firstbrands.co.uk/rhino-fuel-cans.html
http://www.travall.co.uk/search/fuel-container
(1) Yellow 5 litre “Explosafe” safety fuel can - Ref. No. TFC006 (overall dimensions: 340 mm width x
160 mm height x 230 mm depth)
http://www.travall.co.uk/fuel-container-5-litre-steel-explo-safe-yellow-p1681
(2) Yellow 10 litre “Explosafe” safety fuel can - Ref. No. TFC009 (overall dimensions: 350 mm width x
240 mm height x 240 mm depth)
http://www.travall.co.uk/fuel-container-10-litre-steel-explo-safe-yellow-p1684
(3) Combination yellow 5 litre “Explosafe” safety fuel can & storage box - Ref. No. TFC015 (overall
dimensions: 360 mm width x 240 mm height x 260 mm depth)
http://www.travall.co.uk/fuel-container-5-litre-explosafe-combican-storage-box-p1690
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Rhino brand, yellow 5 litre “Explosafe” fuel can - Ref. No. TFC006; available from Travall priced at
£21.99
Rhino brand, yellow 10 litre “Explosafe” fuel can - Ref. No. TFC009; available from Travall priced at

£24.99
Rhino brand, yellow 5 litre “Explosafe” fuel can & storage box - Ref. No. TFC015; available from
Travall priced at £29.99

Rhino Explosafe safety fuel cans, with cutaway section, showing the internal aluminium mesh or
open-cell foam filling.

In March 2012, Jason Weigel (aka “notchboy” on The Samba forum | one of my 1968~79 VW Type
2, e-mail pen pals, in Seattle, Washington, USA), purchased from Bertus Oosting in The Netherlands,
a “New-Old-Stock” (of unspecified vintage!), combination “Explosafe” safety fuel can (as identified
by the aluminium foam filling, visible through the filler neck) & storage box, painted in the BP (i.e.
British Petroleum) yellow & green livery. The storage box has the facility, to be bolted down to the
floor of one’s car boot, as illustrated on the accompanying instruction sheet. Apart from the colour
scheme and labelling, his purchase appears to be similar if not identical to, the Rhino combination
yellow 5 litre “Explosafe” safety fuel can & storage box - Ref. No. TFC015.
http://www.thesamba.com/vw/forum/profile.php?mode=viewprofile&u=9405

Jason Weigel’s combination 5 litre “Explosafe” fuel can & storage box, in BP livery with old-style BP
shield logo, rather than the later flower-inflorescence or star-burst logo..
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Whilst I was flicking through my collection of photocopied technical articles, I came across one
(Michael Judge, “Foam sweet foam”, New Scientist, 27th September 1997, Pages 34~37) about
foamed metals and their unusual properties. Some of the highlighted statements, relevant to fuel
storage, were:

Aluminium foam stands up to a blowtorch that would turn the normal metal into a puddle ?
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ERG in California is already producing a specialised metal foam that has many of the properties of
standard foams but has some unique applications. Using a secret process, ERG concocts a foam and
then bursts the walls between adjacent bubbles. This creates a network of interconnected chambers
in which liquids and gases can flow or be stored.

ERG’s open-cell metal foam is used in what are known as wet-wing structures for unpiloted aircraft.
The bubbles fill with fuel, allowing wings to double as fuel tanks. ?

Useful Addresses & Contact Details

Hopkirks Ltd., Barley Mow Centre, 10 Barley Mow Passage, Chiswick, London, W4 4PH
Tel. +44 (0) 1494 - 817 080
Fax. +44 (0) 1494 - 817 090
Website: http://www.hopkirks.com/
Website (on-line contact details): http://www.hopkirks.com/contactus.html

2010 RHINO (Derby) Ltd., Derbyshire, England.
Tel. +44 (0) 1159 - 444 666
E-mail: info@rhinoderby.com
Website (general): http://www.rhinoderby.com/
Website (product range): http://www.rhinoderby.com/products.html

Travall, Gosforth Road, Derby, DE24 8HU, United Kingdom
Tel. 0800 311 2175 or +44 (0) 1332 - 387 630
Fax: +44 (0) 1332 - 292 333
E-mail: info@travall.co.uk
Website: http://www.travall.co.uk/
Website (International contact details): http://www.travall.co.uk/contact-us-i3
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AIR-COOLED & WATER-COOLED
VOLKSWAGENS:

Some of the 1983~92 VW Type 25s, with watercooled, petrol engines, are equipped with an
additional oil-pressure switch, which closes at
0·90 ± 0·15 Bar (VW Part No. 068 919 081 A),
whilst certain other VW & Audi water-cooled
engines, manufactured since the mid-1980s,
have an additional break-on-fall switch (VW Part
No. 056 919 081E), which closes at 1·8 ± 0·2 Bar,
incorporated into an electronic circuit, whereby
a buzzer sounds, if pressure falls below this
limit, at engine speeds in excess of 2,000 RPM.
Either one or both of these additional switches,
would be beneficial for the VW air-cooled engine,
but I believe that a system, similar to the latter
option, would be particularly useful. If available,
it would also be desirable, to fit a break-on-fall,
oil-pressure switch, which closes at circa 4~5 Bar,
to warn of excessive oil pressures.

THE CASE FOR SUPPLEMENTARY
INSTRUMENTATION - PART 2
Compiled & Written by Nigel A. Skeet
Engine-Oil Pressure

Crucial to the well being of any engine, is the
adequate lubrication of all moving parts, for
which the maintenance of correct oil pressure is
critical. To monitor this, the VW is fitted with an
oil-pressure switch, which typically illuminates
a warning light, when pressure falls below
0·30 ± 0·15 Bar. For some engines, this may be
satisfactory at idling speed, but at higher engine
speeds and when under load, the engine requires
greater oil pressure, to maintain adequate
lubrication.

I speak of ‘uncharacteristic trends’ and ‘sudden
changes’, because both increases or decreases in
oil pressure, may be symptomatic of oil starvation.
These however, should not be confused with
the pressure variation which naturally occurs,
owing to changes in engine RPM or warming of
the oil, to normal operating temperature. My
family’s 1973 VW 1600 Type 2 engine, running on
Mobil 1, SAE 5W/50 fully synthetic oil, typically
exhibited oil pressures (as indicated on our 0~5
Bar oil-pressure gauge), of 3·5~4·0 Bar just after
starting up from cold (even below 0ºC, during
severe British weather conditions!), 3·0 Bar
under normal driving conditions and 1·0 Bar at
idle.

In their technical data, Volkswagen specify for
their air-cooled engines, that at 2,500 RPM and
with an oil temperature of 70°C, the oil pressure
of SAE 30 monograde oil, should normally be
3 Bar; subject to a minimum lower limit of 2
Bar. This implies, that the oil-pressure warning
light might not illuminate, until considerable
damage has already been incurred; the engine
possibly having suffered the effects of gradually
diminishing oil pressure, for some time! In the
case of excessive oil pressures, the standard
warning light system, will never give any warning.

In order to monitor the engine’s health and
give forwarning of uncharacteristic trends
(either progressive increases or decreases) in oil
pressure, an oil-pressure gauge (ideally of 0~5 Bar
range) is a necessity. To alert the driver to sudden
oil pressure changes, a warning light or buzzer is
required. As already stated, the standard breakon-rise, 0·30 ± 0·15 Bar oil-pressure switch, is of
limited value.

Reduced oil pressure may arise for a variety of
reasons, which include:- too little oil (owing to
oil consumption or leakage) or too much oil (oil
whipped up by the camshaft and crankshaft,
entrains air, causing the oil to be frothy!) in the
crankcase; broken or weakened oil-pressure
relief and/or control valve springs; excessive
bearing clearances; worn oil pump; oil surge;
restriction (or even blockage!) of the oil filtration
system; inadequately low viscosity of engine
oil; or even severe engine overheating, which
radically decreases oil viscosity.
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the full-flow, oil-filter cartridge (one of three
desirable, complementary, oil-filtration facilities,
if not already a standard fitment), at the stated
intervals, together with ensuring that the engine
oil operates within an acceptable temperature
range. Oil starvation, whether through blockage
(carbonised oil, ‘black sludge’ or bearing
fragments, etc.) or lack of oil pressure, leads to
increased friction, overheating and ultimately
engine seizure.

A slight reduction in oil-pressure, as a result of
reduced viscosity, is well documented (see Jim
Tyler, “Project Beetle: How Hot?”, VW Motoring,
October 1997, Pages 44~45) as an early sign
of engine overheating. However, it is doubtful
whether this would give a sufficiently early
warning, in cases where there was a sudden
loss of the cooling system, as discovered by
Paul MacCarty (see Transporter Talk, Issue 46,
April 2000, Pages 39~40), when the oil-pressure
warning light illuminated, the instant before his
1972 VW 1600 Type 2 engine expired!

Rapid oil leakage, is probably the most widely
documented (see various readers’ letters, in
past issues of Transporter Talk and other VW
magazines) cause of engine seizure. In many
cases, illumination of the oil-pressure warning
light, alerted drivers to the existence of the
problem, just moments before the engine died,
accompanied by a loud bang and/or a cloud of
dark coloured smoke! Many years ago, despite
regular oil-level checks, I narrowly avoided
engine seizure, when the crankcase breather
of my family’s 1973 VW 1600 Type 2, twin-port
engine, was blocked, resulting in 80% of the
2·5 litres of oil leaking out, owing to crankcase
pressurisation (probably exacerbated by worn
valve guides!), over a distance of 80 miles.

Although relatively rare, cases of excessive oil
pressure can and do arise, being attributable to
faults, such as: oil-pressure control and/or relief
valves, which have either siezed, or whose springs
are of the wrong specification; restriction (or even
blockage!) of the oil galleries and/or oil cooler;
or excessively high viscosity oil (e.g. viscosity
specification inappropriate to the prevailing local
weather conditions). High oil pressure can lead
to leakage and increased oil consumption (more
oil mist generated in the crankcase, which then
enters the combustion chamber via the breather
and air filter; increasing the risk of detonation,
owing to the effective reduction in fuel octane
rating!).

Similarly, my first warning of this, was when
the oil-pressure warning light (activated by the
standard 0·30 ± 0·15 Bar oil-pressure switch),
started to flicker on and off, arising from the
partial immersion of the oil-pump, pick-up tube,
as the remaining quantity of oil, slopped to and
fro, in the crankcase (i.e. sump). The oil leak
would have been discovered much sooner, had
an oil-level indicator (see next topic section),
a supplementary oil-pressure switch (with a
greater activation pressure; e.g. 0·90 ± 0·15 or
1·8 ± 0·2 Bar) or an oil-pressure gauge, been
fitted at the time.

There is also the possibility of a ruptured oil
cooler, in extreme cases. I have learned of cases
in the USA and Canada, where oil-filter cartridges
have ruptured, owing to the increased oilpressure, resulting from the high viscosity of SAE
30 monograde engine oil, used inappopriately
during the extreme cold, of North American
winters. Even “low-viscosity” SAE 10W/40
oil, has the consistency of cold mollasses, at
temperatures falling much below -20ºC; a warm
winter’s day in parts of Canada and northern
Scandinavia.

Although unfamiliar to most VW owners, oil surge
is a relatively common phenomenon, to which
the VW flat-four engine is particularly prone
(see Peter Noad, “Pace Notes”, VW Motoring,
November 1997, Pages 40~41); resulting from
centrifugal effects, which cause the oil to surge

Many of the aforementioned problems, may
be avoided by regular oil changes, using a good
quality oil, of an appropriate viscosity range,
cleaning the oil strainer mesh and replacing
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out of the crankcase, through the pushrod tubes
and into the valve rocker-box covers, under
conditions of ‘high-speed’ cornering. This leads
to there being inadequate oil in the crankcase,
such that the oil pump pick-up tube is not fully
immersed and so sucks up a mixture of oil and
air, which does not provide adequate lubrication;
yet another reason to ensure that the oil level is
always at the maximum mark.

Although, on long-distance touring holidays
or other long journeys, I have always checked
the oil level with the dipstick, on a daily basis
(sometimes twice daily, on long, fast stretches!)
and weekly at other times, few other motorists
are this diligent. Hence, an oil level transducer,
coupled to a warning device, would be useful.
It has been stated (see T. K. Garrett et al, “The
Motor Vehicle”, Butterworth-Heinemann, 13th
Edition, 2001, Page 640) that electronic engineoil level detection, has been adopted increasingly
since the early-1970s.

‘High speed’, is a relative term and in the case
of the flat-four engine, oil surge can occur, even
under normal driving conditions, with a VW 1200
Beetle and probably also a VW Type 2, which is
a remarkably agile vehicle, when skillfully driven.
With the aid of an oil-pressure gauge, one has the
option of changing one’s driving style in order to
avoid oil surge or alternatively, to implement one
or more of the recognised engine modifications,
to combat it; these being, a supplementary deep
sump, a set of ‘windage style’ pushrod tubes and
an oil windage tray (a standard fitment in the VW
411LE engine crankcase, which can be retro-fitted
to the 1972~83 VW 17/18/2000 Type 2 engine, as
I have done with my 1911cm³, VW 17/1800 Type
2 & 4 hybrid engine).

The piezo-electric transducer, is normally
positioned, to detect when the oil level falls
below the minimum mark on the dipstick. It
might also be possible to position an additional
transducer, to detect when the sump has been
overfilled above the maximum dipstick mark, as
is all too common in many garage workshops.
If an oil level detection system were fitted, it is
probable that the driver would be warned of
leakage even earlier, than that provided by an
oil-pressure gauge or supplementary oil-pressure
switch, with higher than standard activation
pressure. Similarly, it might also be better suited
to detecting oil surge!

An American-made, after-market, oil-level
monitoring device, called the Engine Sentry (see
More Products, VW Motoring, September 1999,
Page 70), which screws into the engine block,
is said to use solid-state circuitry, to activate a
warning light, if the oil level falls by more than
two pints (whether US or Imperial pints, was not
stated!). The device is (or at least was) available
from the German Car Company, in Southend-onSea, Essex, England.

Engine-Oil Level

In order for the oil pump to maintain the required
pressure, it must never be starved of lubricating
oil, so the oil must be maintained above a certain
minimum level. Conversely, if the level is too high,
the crankshaft ‘big ends’ and connecting rods,
will dip into the oil, which churns it up, causing
it to become aerated. These have the effect of
rendering the oil less effective as a lubricant,
substantially increasing frictional losses,
generating heat and incresing fuel consumption.
The traditional dipstick, on which are marked the
recommended maximum and minimum levels,
is probably still the simplest and most reliable
method of determining the engine oil level in the
sump.

Engine-Oil Temperature

Unlike most cars with water-cooled engines, plus
the Porsche 911, 912, 914 & 914-6, the air-cooled
VW (apart from the few exceptions mentioned
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earlier) was never equipped as standard, with
any means of engine temperature monitoring,
so the first signs of an overheating engine are:
a noticeable reduction in oil pressure (assuming
an accessory oil-pressure gauge or high-pressure
switch had been fitted!); noticeable loss of power
(assuming one is sensitive to such things!); the
acrid smell of burning oil, accompanied possibly
by billowing smoke; or loud, ‘expensive’ noises,
as the engine undergoes its final death throes.

of the engine oil, rather than those of the
aluminium alloy crankcase.

Ironically, these engines run cooler than the VW
12/13/15/1600 Type 1, 2 & 3 engines, owing to
the increased cylinder spacing (see Peter Noad,
“Pacenotes”, VW Motoring, August 1997, Pages
62~64) and uprated cooling system, facilitating
more efficient cooling. The spacing between the
central axes of adjacent cylinders, is 112 mm and
124·5 mm, for the VW 12/13/15/1600 Type 1,
2 & 3 and VW 17/18/2000 Type 2 & 4 engines
respectively; allowing greater air flow between
adjacent cylinders of the latter engine. Cooling
system air-flow rates, are quoted as follows:

For an air-cooled engine, the oil plays a crucial
role, both for lubrication and cooling, so oil
temperature, is an important indicator of the
engine’s running condition. To obtain longterm, reliable operation, it is suggested that
once the engine has attained its ‘normal’
operating temperature, the oil temperature
should be maintained between certain upper
and lower limits. Opinion differs as to what
those limits should be, but the maximum ‘safe’
oil temperature, for an air-cooled VW engine is
generally regarded as being circa 110~120 °C (as
measured in the ‘sump’).

VW 1300 Types 1 & 2 engines		
m³/s @ 4000 RPM

0·550

VW 15/1600 Types 1 & 2 engines		
0·575 m³/s @ 4000 RPM

The magnesium alloy crankcases of the VW
12/13/15/1600 Type 1, 2 & 3 engines, become
increasingly elastic, as temperature increases (see
Tom Wilson, “How to Rebuild Your Volkswagen
Air-Cooled Engine”, HP Books, 1987, Page 85);
quoted as being about 2% and 6% elastic at
105 °C and 115 °C respectively. At the higher
temperature, the crankcase easily distorts as a
result of crankshaft whip and other unbalanced
forces. Consequently, 105 °C should probably
be regarded as the upper limit, for dependable
longevity of magnesium alloy crankcases.

VW 15/1600 Type 3 engines			
0·580 m³/s @ 3800 RPM

VW 17/18/2000 Type 2 & 4 engines		
0·800 m³/s @ 4600 RPM

I and other owners of 1968~79 VW 1600 Type
2s, have found that when driving at about 55~65
MPH, on British motorways in summer, crankcase
(i.e. sump) oil temperatures are typically 110~120
°C. One individual, reported temperatures
approaching 140 °C, for his newly reconditioned
engine; elevated temperatures being typical
of new engines, untill they are properly run-in.
1972~79 VW 17/18/2000 Type 2 engines, are
said to typically exhibit oil temperatures of about
90 °C, under similar motorway driving conditions.

Aluminium alloy crankcases, used for what is
commonly referred to, as the VW Type 4 style
engine (found in the 1972~79 VW 17/18/2000
Type 2, 1980~83 VW 2000 Type 25, VW 411 & 412
and VW-Porsche 914, plus some Porsche 912s),
are more tolerant of high temperatures, with
respect to elasticity. However, I have yet to find
any upper oil-temperature limits, specified for
these engines. I envisage that any temperature
limits, are likely to be dictated by the properties
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Engine-oil temperatures for both the 1968~79
VW 1600 Type 2s and 1972~79 VW 17/18/2000
Type 2s, plus other VWs, are likely to be much
higher, when the vehicle is subjected to more
severe operating conditions, such as high
ambient temperature, high altitude, climbing
a steep gradient, carrying a heavy payload or
towing a trailer.

oil galleries, plus formation of sludge, which in
turn results in reduced cooling and consequent
higher temperatures, plus potentially increasing
problems of oil starvation.

Fully-synthetic oils (such as Mobil 1) and
semi-synthetic oils are more tolerant of high
temperatures and have a lower volatility (see
Anthony Curtis, “Fluid Formulae”, Car Design
& Technology, December 1991, Pages 36~44),
limiting oxidation and reducing oil consumption.
For these and other reasons, fully-synthetic oil, is
used in the air-cooled, 6-cylinder, turbocharged
and normally aspirated, Porsche 911 engines.
Coincidently, in 1996 (see News Round, VW
Motoring, September 1996, Page 7), Porsche
commenced filling all their new-car engines from
the factory, with Mobil 1 synthetic oil. When in
1986, I changed to using fully-synthetic, SAE
5W/50 Mobil 1, API SF oil (now only available as
either SAE 0W/40 or 15W/50), in our 1973 VW
1600 Type 2 engine, there was no more burntoil smell and oil consumption was reduced from
1 litre per 1,000 miles to 1 litre per 3,500 ± 500
miles; a significant improvement.

In the USA, one 1976~79 VW 2000 Type 2 owner,
reported that his engine-oil temperature was
typically 110 °C, cruising at 60 MPH, when the
ambient air-temperature was approximately 30
°C. In the past, I too have experienced summer,
ambient air-temperatures of 30 °C or more, in
central and southern Europe. Before fitting an
oil-temperature gauge, I had noticed that under
these conditions, my family’s 1973 VW 1600 Type
2 engine, always smelled of hot, burnt oil, after a
long high-speed run. In some inhabited regions
of the World, within or close to the Tropics,
daytime air temperatures, are close to 40 °C and
in some of the inhospitable desert regions, may
be as high as 60 °C.

Another owner in the USA, reported engine-oil
temperatures in the range of 115~125 °C, at an
altitude of about 8000 feet (i.e. 2500 metres). In
this latter case, the high engine-oil temperatures
are probably attributable to a combination of
climbing long, steep hills and the reduced cooling
capacity of low-density mountain air.

However, one should be wary of changing to a
synthetic oil, semi-synthetic oil or any other highdetergent oil, if there is any reason to suspect,
that there has been a build-up of sludge and
deposits; possibly resulting from long-term use of
poor quality, low-detergent oil and/or infrequent
oil changes. If that is the case, disassembling
the engine, followed by thorough internal
cleaning and overhaul, would be appropriate,
before it grinds to a halt. Also note that modernformulation, mineral, semi-synthetic & fullysynthetic engine oils, are unsuitable for VW
Transporter T1, T2 & T3 engines; owing to their
lack of appropriate additives.

At about 120 °C, conventional monograde and
multigrade oils, start to break down chemically
and oxidise. If oil is at 120 °C in the crankcase,
then it will be even hotter, elsewhere in the
engine! Hence, it is hardly surprising, that the
hot running, 1600 cm³, Type 2 engine, is often
accompanied by the acrid smell of burnt oil,
one associates with oil refineries. Similarly, it is
probably due to the high running temperatures
of these engines, that they seem to require
a complete overhaul (including align-boring
of the crankcase), after about 80,000 miles.
Excessively high temperatures, will also lead to
carbonised oil, encrusting the internal sufaces of
the crankcase, valve rocker box covers and the

The underlying reasons for an overheating
engine, which inevitably result in excessively
hot oil (see Transporter Talk, Issue 40, April
1999, Page 28), I have already documented in
some detail. Some conditions which lead to
overheating, may develop gradually, so that
the engine’s average running temperature,
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progressively increases with the passing weeks,
months or years; discounting the effects of
seasonal climatic variation. Such conditions, are
likely to include the build up of sludge or carbon
encrustation inside the engine, plus oil, dirt and
litter (including plant leaves) outside the engine,
some of which may be obscured by the cover
plates.

available, but it is interesting to note that the VW
Type 1 Beetle, with semi-automatic transmission,
is equipped with oil-temperature switches rated
at 120ºC and 145ºC to warn of over-heating
transmission oil. I suspect that either one or both
of these, could be used to sense engine oil-sump
temperature!

On one cold November day, C. John Hill (see
Transporter Talk, Issue 55, October 2001, Pages
27~28), noticed that the oil temperature of his
1972 VW 1600 Type 2 engine, had risen rapidly
to 120 ºC (approximately 15~20 ºC higher than
his normally observed running temperature, for
that time of year) and was still rising! Noticing
this and the changed engine note, he pulled
into a lay-by, where he discovered that one half
of the engine-bay, foam perimeter-seal, had
disappeared, which was presumed to have been
sucked into the fan housing (a supposition which
was later confirmed), where it drastically reduced
the effectiveness of the cooling system.

Crankcase, cylinder-barrel, cylinder-head and
oil-cooler fins, clogged with oil & dirt, plus
accumulations of leaves on top of the engine,
beneath the coverplates, restricting air flow (see
Tom Wilson, “How to Rebuild Your Volkswagen
Air-Cooled Engine”, HP Books, 1987, Pages 66~67
and Peter Noad, “Pacenotes”, VW Motoring,
August 1997, Pages 62~64), are well recognised.
These tend to build up gradually and without
an oil-temperature gauge, the tendency for
the engine to run progressively hotter, might
easily go unnoticed. Unless one observes the
characteristic squealing noise of a slipping fan
belt, one might be equally oblivious to gradual
glazing of the fan-belt, which leads to increasing
slippage and hence reduced fan speed.

Few people regularly monitor their dashboard
gauges, so it is fortuitous, that John noticed the
increase in oil temperature, after a rise of only
15~20 ºC. A 120 ºC oil-temperature switch,
linked to a warning light, plus a flashing light and/
or buzzer system, would have been more likely
to attract his attention! Hopefully, John’s engine
did not suffer any ill effects, but I cannot help
thinking that a cylinder-head temperature gauge
and/or warning system, would have apprised
him of the situation, much earlier. I’ll wager that
John is now thankful that he bought that secondhand oil-temperature gauge from me, back in
September 1996!

Less obvious, are the effects of under inflated
tyres and binding brakes, wheel bearings or
CV joints, which increase the vehicle’s rolling
resistance, which requires the engine to develop
more power (hence requiring the dissipation
of more heat), in order to propel the vehicle
at the same speed. Some tyre constructions &
“composite-rubber” compounds, also exhibit
greater or lesser rolling resistance. Bob Wallace
(see Transporter Talk, Issue 30, August 1997,
Page 28) was surprised to discover, that the
oil temperature, for his 1973 VW 1600 Type 2
engine, was typically about 10 °C cooler, after he
renewed, greased and adjusted the front wheel
bearings.

Although much has been said about the hazards
of excessive oil temperatures, too low an oil
temperature also has its attendant problems. It
has been stated (see Bill Fisher, “How to Hot Rod
Volkswagen Engines”, HP Books, 1970, Pages 89
& 92), that in order to minimise friction losses,
condensation of acidic combustion products,
varnish build-up, sludge formation and fuel
dilution of the oil, oil temperature should ideally
be maintained above 80 °C. During the warm-

Although I have no personal experience of rapidly
increasing oil temperature, there are conditions
where this could occur, so it would be useful,
to supplement an oil-temperature gauge, with
a warning light, activated by a break-on-fall, oiltemperature switch. Such accessory switches are
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up period, it is recommended (see Peter Noad,
“Pacenotes”, VW Motoring, October 1997, Pages
64~66) that engine speed should not exceed
3,000 RPM, whilst the oil temperature is less than
50 °C and maximum revs or full throttle avoided,
until an oil temperature of at least 70 °C has been
attained.

viscosity decreases, which in turn occurs, because
of the increase in oil temperature. Owing to the
relationship between oil pressure and viscosity,
premature diversion of the oil, to the standard
oil cooler, may occur, when using oils possessing
ultra low viscosity, at low temperature, such as
SAE 0W/40, 5W/30, 5W/40 & 5W/50 (compared
with the SAE 20W/20 and SAE 30, originally
specified by Volkswagen, for winter use and
summer use respectively, in temperate climates,
like Great Britain); the significant number being
the one before the ‘forward-slash’.

If one frequently drives an air-cooled VW,
during cold winter months, particularly for short
journeys, it would be advantageous to fit a mains
electric, immersion oil-sump heater (probably
made by Fonas or Calix). This replaces either
the oil-strainer plate, on the VW 12/13/15/1600
Type 1, 2 & 3 engines or the circular, dimpled
sump plate (with two 10 mm AF, M6 hex-head
bolts) below the oil filler and dipstick, on the
VW 17/18/2000 VW Type 2 & 4 engines and
VW-Porsche 914 engines. These were commonly
fitted to Swedish specification, air-cooled VWs,
which I saw on sale at the Volkswagen agents
in Västervick, back in 1982. Some might now be
available, second-hand.

This is something that both myself and Neil Birkitt
(former editor of the Bugpower and VW Motoring
magazines; now editor of Volkswagen Driver)
have observed, from our own experiences. The
issue of which SAE viscosity ratings and other
parameters, are most appropriate to the VW aircooled engine, for the maintenance of optimum
lubrication and cooling, are beyond the scope
of this article, but I may cover it at some future
date, if and when reliable data & information,
become available!

There is the added note that if the oil does not
reach 70 °C from cold, within about five minutes
of start-up (presumably, under normal British
climatic conditions!), then by some manner
or means, the oil is being over-cooled. ‘Overcooling’ may arise for a variety of reasons,
which include: malfunction, maladjustment or
disablement of the cooling system’s thermostatic
control; fitment of an over-rated, after-market
cooling system (see Peter Noad, “Pacenotes”, VW
Motoring, August 1997, Pages 62~64), such as the
increasingly popular Porsche 911 fan conversion;
carburettor and/or inlet manifold icing; or oil is
being diverted prematurely to either one or both
of supplementary (if fitted) and standard oil
coolers.

Neil Barstow, whose uprated 1978 VW 2000 Type
2 engine (140 horsepower, 2165 cm³), was fitted
with a Porsche 911 fan conversion, has told me
that the engine was over-cooled and seldom if
ever reached normal operating temperature;
often failing to rise above circa 60~70 °C. Given
that a Porsche 911 fan, was designed to cool a 3·2
litre, 230 horsepower engine, one should not be
too surprised, but in principle, the problem might
be partially overcome, by fitting a smaller drive
pulley (known to be available in 130 mm and
145 mm diameter sizes) and/or a larger driven
pulley, which drives the fan at a slower speed.
Alternatively, use of a 5-bladed fan, in preference
to an 11-bladed or 12-bladed fan, might be
appropriate.

Diversion of oil to the standard oil cooler, is
governed by the oil-pressure relief valve, which
diverts oil to the oil cooler, as the oil temperature
increases. The mechanism of this process (see
Tom Wilson, “How to Rebuild Your Volkswagen
Air-Cooled Engine”, HP Books, 1987, Page 40), is
associated with the decrease in oil pressure as the

During the two winter seasons (1987/88 &
1990/91) that I used our 1973 VW 1600 Type
2, the single Minnow Fish carburettor, with
‘pancake’ paper-element air filter on top, suffered
from chronic icing (despite the 90W electric deicing element) and the oil temperature rarely
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increased much beyond 50 °C; a condition to
which I would have been oblivious, without the
oil-temperature gauge. On one occasion, fuel
dilution of the oil was so severe, the ‘sump’
contained about 1 litre of petrol & water, in
addition to the 2·5 litres of oil! Carburettor
icing is well known on air-cooled VWs, having a
single carburettor (particularly those which have
inadequate air pre-heating and/or inlet-manifold,
exhaust heating!) and has also been experienced
occasionally with twin-carburettor installations,
which many had thought to be immune.

causing a drastic increase in oil temperature.
It is reported, that the strength of aluminium
alloys (see Julius Mackerle, “Air Cooled Motor
Engines”, Cleaver Hume Press, 1961, Pages
230~231 & 240~242), from which cylinder
heads are constructed, diminishes significantly
at temperatures in excess of 200 °C and that the
temperature of the inner cylinder head surface,
adjacent to the combustion chamber, should not
exceed 235~250 °C. Localised temperatures in the
hottest regions (typically in the neighbourhood
of the exhaust valves and spark plugs), may at
times be as much as 270 °C; albeit a short-term
temporary condition.

Engine Cylinder-Head Temperature

Chart of material strength versus temperature,
for aluminium-alloy cylinder heads

Although oil temperature gives a good indication
of overall engine running temperature, it
responds relatively slowly to sudden changes in
engine running conditions, such as the loss or
impairment of the cooling system, which typically
arises as the result of V-belt failure (applicable
only to the VW Type 1, VW 181 & 182 - Trekker or
Thing, pre-1980 VW 12/15/1600 VW Type 2 and
post-1979 Brazilian VW 1600 Type 2), or suction
of debris (e.g. paper, leaves or cloth-rags) into the
cooling fan inlet.

Plot of CHT versus RPM-MPH; said to be based
upon actual data, obtained by Richard Atwell.

When either of these occur, cylinder head
temperatures increase rapidly; typically by a
few hundred degrees, in less than a minute, as I
know from experience! Such high temperatures,
result in increasingly non-uniform temperature
distributions and thermal expansion, ultimately
leading to possible warping and cracks, plus
pulling the cylinder head studs out of the
crankcase. If by this stage, the engine hasn’t
already seized, the combined effect of these
things, will themselves probably write off the
engine.

Under normal running conditions, one is
recommended to avoid temperatures, in excess
of 220 °C, because of possible temperature
increases, arising from a lean air-fuel mixture and
the consequent risk of detonation. It is largely
the danger of exhaust valve overheating and the
accompanying risks of valve failure and detonation
(either of which can destroy an engine!), which
limits the use of high compression ratios (the

Even under normal running conditions, different
parts of the engine, are at radically different
temperatures and it is possible that either one
or both cylinder heads may overheat, without
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Porsche 911 is a noteworthy exception, probably
associated with valve timing and/or high octane
petrol) in air-cooled engines, owing to the higher
operating temperatures.

Keith Herbert (see Transporter Talk, Issue 55,
October 2001, Page 36) and Mark Davis, fellow
members of the VW Type 2 Owners’ Club,
similarly experienced dynamo-shaft bearing
failure, on their VW 1600 Type 2s, whilst on
holiday in France and Portugal respectively. James
Horsley (see Star Letter, VW Motoring, January
1999, Page 62), Paul MacCarty (see Transporter
Talk, Issue 46, April 2000, Pages 39~40) and
Lucinda Digweed (see “Join the debate: camper
van capers”, Times Online, 6th November 2005),
were not so fortunate, with their VW 1600 Type
2 engines.

These are things which particularly need to be
considered by VW Type 2 owners, contemplating
the transplant of a more powerful engine (e.g.
VW-Porsche 914 or VW 411 & 412, C.R. = 7·6 :
1, 7·8 : 1, 8·0 : 1, 8·2 : 1 or 8·6 : 1, dependent
upon which engine), into their van, wherein it
will tend to run much hotter, than it did when
installed in the lighter, more aerodynamic donor
car. As a rule, high cylinder-head temperatures
should be avoided where possible, if for no other
reason, than to maximise cylinder head lifespans,
by minimising the likelihood of crack formation
and/or permanent distortion; especially at the
seal between the cylinder head and the cylinder
barrel.

To quote James’s words, “Something had been
drawn into the fan and caused the engine to
cook itself”. Paul reported that, “The engine had
died, absolutely” and “The J-cloth was spread
neatly over the cooling fan vanes”, the cloth
having been used earlier to clean the engine
bay and left on top of the battery. All too often,
I see old rags deliberately left in the engine
compartment of people’s vans, ready to wipe
the oil dipstick! Lucinda recalled, “Speeding
down a motorway in Holland in our 1973 Type
2 Devon, our bikes lashed over the engine, we
recklessly chose to ignore a dashboard light that
flicked on. 500 yards later we were engulfed in
engine smoke. The fanbelt had gone, the engine
completely melted.”

Several years ago, whilst cruising along the M25
motorway, at 60 MPH, in my family’s 1973 VW
1600 Type 2, I glimpsed the illumination of the
ignition (i.e. generator) warning light. Fearing
the possibility of a broken V-belt, I coasted to
a halt on the hard shoulder and immediately
switched off the engine, which saved it from any
damage. In those few moments, the cylinder
head, external surface temperature (the internal
surface temperature would have been much
greater!), had increased from 100°C to nearly
200°C.

In the first two cases, debris had obstructed
the cooling system air-flow, causing the engines
to rapidly overheat and sieze. The generator
would still be functioning, being driven by the
V-belt, so the ignition warning light would not
have illuminated. Only a cylinder-head overheat
switch (as mentioned in Bill Fisher’s book) &
warning device (ideally, both visual & audible),
plus possibly a cylinder-head temperature gauge,
would have warned them of impending doom. In
the third case, failure to take appropriate action,
after observing a warning light illuminating,
rapidly led to expensive damage and considerable
inconvenience. Judging from the various tales of
woe, which appear all too regularly in Transporter

Whether or not I would have noticed the
movement of the gauge needle as the
temperature increased, is open to debate,
but having been alerted by the illumination of
the ignition warning light, the gauge readings
confirmed to me that stopping the engine was
imperative! On this occasion, it turned out that
not only had the V-belt failed (all I found were its
fragmented, charred remains, scattered around
the engine compartment), but the alternator
which I had fitted about 9,000 miles earlier, had
completely seized solid; it being impossible to
turn the shaft, even with a very long spanner.
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Talk, VW Motoring and other publications, the
aforementioned cases, are only the tip of the
iceberg!

temperature gauge sender units, on both cylinder
heads (connected to a single gauge via a doublepole, changeover switch), of our 1911cm³, VW
17/1800 Type 2 & 4 hybrid engine and ultimately
intend to fit overheat switches for a warning
device (ideally both visible & audible).

With the exception of pre-1971 ‘upright-fan’
engines (i.e. VW 12/13/15/1600 Type 1 & 2),
with one-piece oil coolers inside the fan housing,
it is probably assumed that both cylinder heads,
of VW air-cooled engines, run at approximately
the same temperature. Personal experience with
a 1973 VW 1600 Type 2, having a ‘dog-house’
cooling-fan housing, with two-piece oil cooler
and twin-port engine, with single carburettor
and three-piece inlet manifold, would suggest
otherwise!

Engine Inlet-Manifold Vacuum Pressure

Traditionally, the vacuum gauge has been used
as an aid to economical driving, whereby one
adjusts the position of the accelerator pedal, to
give the greatest reading of vacuum, for a given
load. However, it is also a useful instrument for
diagnosing a variety of engine conditions and
faults, such as:- a clogged air filter; obstructed
or damaged exhaust system; air leak at the
manifold, carburettor or throttle body gaskets;
incorrect valve timing; sticking or leaking valves;
worn valve guides; weak valve springs; worn
piston rings; retarded ignition timing; a gasket
leak between adjacent cylinders (unlikely on an
air-cooled VW engine); and more comfortingly,
an engine which is in good condition and well
tuned.

I discovered during some routine maintenance,
that when the engine was fully warmed up and
running at idle, the right-hand inlet manifold
branch (aluminium alloy casting), to cylinders
1 & 2, was too hot to touch bare handed, for
more than an instant, whilst in contrast, that
to cylinders 3 & 4, on the left-hand side, could
comfortably be grasped for some time. What
might have lead to such a large disparity in
temperature, I am not sure, but I have a few
hypotheses. In general, there are many possible
reasons; including dissimilar cylinder heads (my
pet theory, having previously replaced a damaged
one - potentially affecting volumetric efficiency,
compression ratio, piston squish clearance
and combustion characteristics), uneven fuel
distribution and unequal cylinder head & barrel
cooling (hampered by oil, dirt or debris).

In general, diagnostic readings are taken with
an engine at normal operating temperature and
running at idling speed, which are described
as follows; the gauge illustration numbers,
corresponding directly to the numbered sections.
At high altitudes, the readings will be lower,
owing to the decrease in atmospheric pressure.
Typical inlet-manifold vacuum-gauge readings
and their interpretation

Ironically, I had some years earlier, fitted the
temperature sender unit, of my cylinder head
temperature gauge, to the left hand cylinder
head; having previously heeded the advice, that
cylinder 3, was the hottest running (allegedly!),
on these engines. It was with this configuration,
that I experienced my breakdown, with the
siezed alternator. I have since wondered, what
temperature was finally reached, by the righthand cylinder head! Being more aware these
days, of the various factors which can influence
engine running temperatures and overheating,
I have now made provision for separate
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because a camshaft has been incorrectly
installed; either as a result of the timing gear
index mark having not been aligned with the two
marks on the crankshaft gear, or the camshaft has
had its timing gear incorrectly fitted. Fortunately
this problem rarely occurs on air-cooled VW
engines, but is more likely on other engines,
whose camshafts are belt or chain driven; for
which setting the valve timing is more involved.

1.
An engine in good
condition, should give a steady reading of about
17~22 in.Hg. On the whole, the higher the reading
the better, but the maximum possible reading for
a perfect, run-in engine, will depend on a number
of design factors, which include such things as:valve timing (opening, closing, duration and
overlap); plus inlet manifold, air-filter housing
and exhaust system flow resistance.

7.
A periodic decrease of
2~5 in.Hg below normal idling vacuum, suggests
one or more leaking valves; probably caused by
insufficient valve tappet clearances or in extreme
cases, valves being burnt. Alternatively, one or
more spark plugs may be misfiring.

2.
Confirmation of good
conditon, may be obtained by blipping the
throttle, which should result in the reading
dropping momentarily to about 2 in.Hg, rising to
approximately 25 in Hg and then settling back to
17~22 in.Hg.

An irregular, periodic
decrease of similar magnitude, indicates a
sticking valve or valves. If the introduction of a
little penetrating oil ( whether this is practical in
all cases, is questionable!) into the inlet manifold,
appears to temporarily solve the problem, then
this is confirmation of sticking valves.

3.
A steady, higher than
normal reading, indicates a clogged air filter
element (wire mesh gauze, in an oil-bath air
cleaner) or restrictive air-filter housing. How
high the reading is, depends upon the degree of
restriction or clogging.

A steady lower than
normal reading, of this magnitude, suggests the
possibility of retarded ignition, which might be
caused by incorrectly set ignition contact breaker
points. Alternatively, such a reading might be
attributable to worn piston rings; requiring
confirmation, as outlined in section 11.

4.
An obstruction in the
exhaust system or a damaged pipe, will give a
normal reading on start-up, but will soon drop
to 0~5 in.Hg; dependent upon the extent of the
damage or obstruction.

8.
Worn
valve
guides
(dependent upon the number of guides which
are worn) results in a rapidly vibrating reading of
14~19 in.Hg, which increases in frequency and
decreases in amplitude, as one increases engine
speed. This condition is one to which the aircooled VW, flat-four engine, is particularly prone,
owing to the lubrication problems associated
with the high running temperatures and the
almost horizontal valve orientation.

5.
Air leaks at the inlet
manifold, carburettor or throttle body gasket,
will result in a steady low reading below 5 in.Hg.
How low, is dependent upon the extent of the
leak. Exceptionally, a similar effect occurs with
a porous inlet manifold casting; a phenomenon
which was encountered by an acquaintance of
mine.

6.
Incorrect valve timing
is usually indicated by a steady reading of 8~15
in.Hg. A problem of this type, does not arise
spontaneously or progressively, but occurs

9.
The existence of weak
valve springs, causes the gauge needle to swing
back and forth, when accelerating from idle;
the extent of the swing being dependent upon
engine speed.
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effect on inlet manifold vacuum, the worn
valve guides, were also adversely affecting
vacuum ignition advance, which has a significant
influence on fuel economy, under part throttle,
cruise conditions.

10.
A regular swing of the
gauge needle, between about 5 in.Hg and 19
in.Hg, would suggest a gasket leak between
adjacent cylinders. Given the nature of their
construction, this would be virtually impossible
with an air-cooled VW engine, but may afflict
some others. So far, I have yet to find any
documented information about what vacuum
readings would result from a leak to the external
environment, via the cylinder head to cylinder
barrel seal; a condition to which the air-cooled
VW engine is prone, particularly if the cylinder
heads have distorted, as a result of overheating.

The other incident arose, whilst on holiday in
Northern France, when the ignition contact
breaker points’ plastic heel (i.e. cam follower),
experienced a high wear rate, owing to
roughening of the distributor cam lobes. This
resulted in the progressive reduction of the
points’ gap and retardation of the static ignition
timing, which resulted in a sooty exhaust
pipe, plus deteriorating performance and fuel
economy.

11.
A steady reading below
normal, suggests either retarded ignition timing
(see section 7), or worn piston rings, pistons and/
or cylinder bores. To confirm which, accelerate
the engine to about 4000 RPM (for which a rev
counter would be useful!), then close the throttle
quickly. The gauge should momentarily read
about 3~7 in.Hg above the normal; anything
lower than this, confirming that worn piston
rings, pistons and/or cylinder bores are evident.

Had the vehicle not been fitted with an FCD (i.e.
frequency controlled dwell) electronic ignition
system, the engine would also have started to
misfire as the points gap diminished, owing to
the reduction in dwell angle. Fortunately, with
the FCD system, I could maintain satisfactory
performance, by readjusting the points gap and
resetting the static ignition timing, on a daily
basis, until I had the opportunity to remove
the ignition distributor and polish the cam
using successively finer grades of ‘wet & dry’
abrasive paper. Why the cam originally became
roughened, I never discovered!

Internet linl to animated vacuum gauge readings

http://www.therangerstation.com/Magazine/
Summer2003/VacuumLeaks.htm

Julian Edgar, “Using a Vacuum Gauge for
Engine Diagnostics: Simple and cheap but
these readings can save you a lot of time”, DIY
Technical Features Section, Autospeed, Issue
312, 5th January 2005

In the past, when my family’s 1973 VW Type 2
was fitted with the VW 1600 Type 1 style engine,
a dashboard mounted vacuum gauge, would have
been useful, on at least two occasions; once to
forewarn me of an increasing problem with worn
valve guides and in a separate incident when the
ignition timing was becoming progressively more
retarded.

In the first case, I had observed a developing
problem of crankcase pressurisation (inferred
from an increasingly oil-fouled, paper element
air filter) and increased oil consumption, despite
the maintenance of good cylinder compression
pressures. The existence of worn valve guides
was finally confirmed, using a hand-held vacuum
gauge (i.e. Gunson’s low-gauge). Owing to their

http://www.autospeed.com/cms/A_2393/
article.html?popularArticle

How Vacuum works and how to diagnose
Vacuum Gauge Readings.
http://www.centuryperformance.com/vacuum.
asp
Part three next issue
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VW Campervan Date of Birth
Contact the Wolfsburg Museum in Germany where these records are kept.
Please send them your chassis/VIN number & your contact details.
Contact details are: 0049 5361 84 86 171 (English Speaking)
extern.wolfgang.doerk@volkswagen.de Wolfgang Doerk or extern.roswitha.hendel@
volkswagen.de Roswitha Hendel
You will receive the below response from them:Dear ,
Thank you for your enquiry about production date of your old Volkswagen vehicle.
Principally, we are pleased to research at the data base of Volkswagen the production date
for the Volkswagen vehicles.
Unfortunately, this service is not free of charge for us. For this reason we have to charge
20,00 €. For every detailed enquiry. This will just tell you the date of birth.
The price for the certificate with details of production date, colour, model, type of engine,
options and place of delivery is 50,00 €.
You have to pay “cash with order“, please. Our terms of payment are via Visa or
MasterCard – card number and expiry date. For member countries of the European Union
you can also transmit the amount on our bank account:
Commerzbank Wolfsburg IBAN DE83269410530707373700 BIC COBADEFFXXX
Payee: Stiftung Automuseum Volkswagen
Please fill in your name and the chassis/vin number to the transfer form
Do not forget to inform us about the chassis number of your vehicle and the complete
address where we should send the letter to, please.
Wolfgang Doerk
Stiftung AutoMuseum Volkswagen
Dieselstr. 35
38446 Wolfsburg Tel.: 05361 – 8486 171 FAX: 05361 – 520 10
e-mail: extern.wolfgang.doerk@volkswagen.de=
They will send over a response upon receipt of your order to advise that it will take 3 – 4
weeks to draw up a certificate.
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SPECIAL OFFER - VWT2OC POLO SHIRTS & HOODIES
Black polo shirts (priced at £11·00) and hoodies (priced at £20·00), bearing the new
five-van VWT2OC logo, in sizes S, M, L or XL, are now available by mail-order, POST-FREE
(applicable to UK only), from the Club.
Send cheques, payable to the Volkswagen Type 2 Owners’ Club, to VWT2OC, Strawberry
Fields, Springhill Road, Goring, Oxfordshire, RG8 0BY.

Wee Dubbers Birthdays
Sam 11/10/2000, Zac 21/10/2008, Ciaran 21/10/2004,
Lewis and Zac 21/10/2008, Autumn Rose 25/10/2011,
Nathan 11/10/2003,
Joe 2/10/2003,Sarah 8/11/2002, Arabella 7/11/2007,
Edie 28/11/2008,
Lucy 11/11/2002, Luke 23/11/2010, Toby 4/11/2012,
Asha 30/11/2008 and Freya 12/10/2006.

